Muance is a Dutch contemporary design brand with a unique focus on digital wallpaper products, printed on exceptional materials.

The Muance wallpaper collection offers a diverse range of beautiful, colorful and stylish designs which can be suited in most environments with the added potential to inspire the eye of the beholder.

Interior design is ever evolving, styles and ideas are continuously flowing and the need for “out of the box” thinking is growing by the day.

Do you have a profound interest for daring designs and are you in need of a wallpaper that will transform your space?

Indulge yourself and embrace what Muance has to offer.
Welcome and discover new forms of wallpaper design.
“I'M IN NOBODY'S CIRCLE, I'VE ALWAYS BEEN AN OUTSIDER”
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired. (depending on material choice below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
“THE GOLDEN AGE HAS NOT PASSED. IT LIES IN THE FUTURE”
Ubuntu

“Africans have a thing called ubuntu. It is about the essence of being human, it is part of
the gift that Africa will give the world. It embraces hospitality, caring about others, being
willing to go the extra mile for the sake of another. We believe that a person is a person
through other persons, that my humanity is caught up, bound up, inextricably, with yours.

When I dehumanize you, I inexorably dehumanize myself. The solitary human being is a
contradiction in terms. Therefore you seek to work for the common good because your
humanity comes into its own in community, in belonging.”

— Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired. (depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:

Ubuntu
Reference nr: MU11004

The Woman’s Lip, Earrings and leaves can be made with a metallic gold effect

Also available in these versions:
close-up 1
close-up 2

Request a sample
Reference nr: MU11005
Reference nr: MU11006
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
“Look deep into nature and then you will understand everything better.”
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm
panel widths, but can also be ordered using
100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the
dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with
these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of
colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want
to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem
different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Reference nr: MU11011
Reference nr: MU11012
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Walls have to be bold statements, an expression of Soul & personality.
MEXICOCO

A beautiful “Day of the dead” girl, also called La Calavera Catrina with clay and pumpkin orange colors and a flower headpiece.
Day of the Dead

Día de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead, is not a Mexican version of Halloween. Though related, the two annual events differ greatly in traditions and tone.

Whereas Halloween is a dark night of terror and mischief, Day of the Dead festivities unfold over two days in an explosion of color and life-affirming joy. Sure, the theme is death, but the point is to demonstrate love and respect for deceased family members. In towns and cities throughout Mexico, revelers don funky makeup and costumes, hold parades and parties, sing and dance, and make offerings to lost loved ones.

The rituals are rife with symbolic meaning. The more you understand about this feast for the senses, the more you will appreciate it.
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall.

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
“A wall should not be seen as a blank slate, but an empty canvas, ready to be covered with inspiring designs and stylish colors.”
Standard specifications:
- **Size:** 500 cm x 270 cm
  
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Beyond the line

Reference nr: MU11019

The stripes can be made with a metallic Gold effect

Also available in these versions:
- Reference nr: MU11020
- Reference nr: MU11021

Request a sample

Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Looking for a wallpaper that complements this feature wall? Here are our studio choices:

Reference nr: MU11021 (see page 43)
Reference nr: MU11009 (see page 23)
Standard specifications:

Size: 500 cm x 270 cm

All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

(depends on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes

This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:

- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel) ✓
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels) ✓
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels) ✓
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample

Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:

Reference nr: MU11022
Reference nr: MU11023
Reference nr: MU11024
Elegance is the only beauty that never fades.
"THE WAY WE THINK ABOUT WALLPAPER DEVELOPS AS THE YEARS PROGRESS. DECADES AGO WE STUCK TO BORING CLASSIC PATTERNED WALLPAPER. NOW WE WANT UNIQUE BOLD STATEMENTS WITH EXPRESSIVE COLORS AND CHARM. "
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall.

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Patina is a thin layer that variously forms on the surface of copper, bronze and similar metals (tarnish produced by oxidation or other chemical processes), or certain stones, and wooden furniture (sheen produced by age, wear, and polishing), or any similar acquired change of a surface through age and exposure.

A patina layer takes many years to develop under natural weathering. Buildings in damp coastal/marine environments will develop patina layers faster than ones in dry inland areas.

The green patina that forms naturally on copper and bronze, sometimes called verdigris, usually consists of varying mixtures of copper chlorides, sulfides, sulfates and carbonates, depending upon environmental conditions such as sulfur-containing acid rain.
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Patina glaze:
Reference nr: MU11028

Also available in these versions:
Reference nr: MU11029
Reference nr: MU11030

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Looking for a wallpaper that complements this feature wall? Here are our studio choices:

Reference nr: MU11050 (see page 89)
Reference nr: MU11015 (see page 31)
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired (depending on material chosen below).

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall.

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matte (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired. (depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Reference nr: MU11035
Reference nr: MU11036
“LOVE IS LIKE A BEAUTIFUL FLOWER WHICH I MAY NOT TOUCH, BUT WHOSE FRAGRANCE MAKES THE GARDEN A PLACE OF DELIGHT JUST THE SAME.”

- HELEN KELLER
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven Matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Reference nr: MU11040
Reference nr: MU11042
Reference nr: MU11041
Halfway
Touch & go

Just Wait, there's More
“IN THE SAME WAY THAT HUMANS TEND TO BE RIGHT-HANDED OR LEFT-HANDED, ELEPHANTS CAN BE RIGHT-TUSKED OR LEFT-TUSKED. THEIR DOMINANT TUSK IS EASY TO IDENTIFY, BECAUSE IT WILL BE MORE WORN DOWN THAN THE LESS DOMINANT TUSK, ACCORDING TO THE WORLD WILDLIFE FUND.”
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired. (depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
- Reference nr: MU11043
- Reference nr: MU11044
- Reference nr: MU11045
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
“Murals are expressions of personality and creativeness. They give a direct impression of identity and tell us who we are.”
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material choice below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
- Reference nr: MU11049
- Reference nr: MU11050
- Reference nr: MU11051

Reference nr: MU11049
Reference nr: MU11050
Reference nr: MU11051
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material choice below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
“Man cannot discover new oceans unless he has the courage to lose sight of the shore.”

-Andre Gide
Standard specifications:

- Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
- All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
- (depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes

This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:

- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

October rain

Reference nr: MU11055

Also available in these versions:

- Reference nr: MU11056
- Reference nr: MU11057

Request a sample

Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:

- Reference nr: MU11056
- Reference nr: MU11057
“WE ARE LIVING IN A DAY AND AGE OF BOLDNESS. EMBRACE IT.”
A fact about stars

Stars appear to twinkle, especially when they are near the horizon. One star, Sirius, twinkle, sparkles and flashes so much some times that people actually report it as a UFO. But in fact, the twinkling is not a property of the stars, but of Earth’s turbulent atmosphere. As the light from a star passes through the atmosphere, especially when the star appears near the horizon, it must pass through many layers of often rapidly differing density. This has the effect of deflecting the light slightly as it were a ball in a pinball machine. The light eventually gets to your eyes, but every deflection causes it to change slightly in color and intensity. The result is “twinkling.”

Above the Earth’s atmosphere, stars do not twinkle.
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depend on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
“DON’T PAINT YOUR WALLS. BRING THEM BACK TO LIFE WITH WALLPAPER”
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using
100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material choice below)
Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall
Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Reference nr: MU11068
Reference nr: MU11069
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Reference nr: MU11073
Reference nr: MU11074
Reference nr: MU11075

Scale 1:1
A subtle honeycomb ombré pattern, infused with a textile texture for a warm and natural look.

"There is a beauty and clarity that comes from simplicity."
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired. (depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
Non-woven matt (50 cm panel) ✓
Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels) ✓
Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels) ✓
Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
Metallic Silver (50 cm panel) ✓

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Looking for a wallpaper that complements this feature wall? Here are our studio choices:

Reference nr: MU11076 (see page 129)

Reference nr: MU11076 (see page 129)
**Standard specifications:**
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

**Print with your own sizes**
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

**Can be printed with these materials:**
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

**Request a sample**
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

**Also available in these versions:**
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired (depending on material choice below).

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall.

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
- Reference nr: MU11086
- Reference nr: MU11087
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall.

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(dependent on material choice below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matte (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired (depending on material choice below).

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall.

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Looking for a wallpaper that complements this feature wall? Here are our studio choices:

Reference nr: MU11063 (see page 109)
Reference nr: MU11026 (see page 53)
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions:
Standard specifications:
Size: 500 cm x 270 cm
All murals are printed by default with 50 cm panel widths, but can also be ordered using 100 cm wide panels if desired.
(depending on material chosen below)

Print with your own sizes
This mural can be custom made to fit the dimensions of your wall

Can be printed with these materials:
- Non-woven Matt (50 cm panel)
- Textured Vinyl (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Textile fabric (50 and 100 cm panels)
- Metallic Gold (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Copper (50 cm panel)
- Metallic Silver (50 cm panel)

Request a sample
Request a wallpaper sample for a more accurate representation of colors, textures and image quality. It is also advisable if you want to see the wallpaper on a metallic material, as textures can seem different on these materials.

Also available in these versions: